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EDITORIAL
As you will know, Susan Hateley ably edited SINS for the last goodness knows
how many years. As SWOA chairman, I feel the need to have an occasional
issue of SINS to be able to inform our members of the achievements of SW
athletes, provide reports on the various events, and such SWOA committee
business as is deemed necessary. (In other words, the same mixture as before,
but without such a capable hand at the magazine’s helm.)
Very sadly Susan continues alone, as Roger died on 18 December 2015. At his
funeral in January, his many friends met to celebrate the life of a man whose
interests covered much more than orienteering.
This edition begins by celebrating the SW’s most successful athlete (by far). At
the recent World MTBO Championships, Emily Benham gained no less than
three medals: Gold for the Sprint; Silver for the Middle distance; and Gold for
the Long distance. She won last year’s World Cup series and is the current
leader in this year’s series.
SWOA is about to hold its Long distance Championships at the Caddihoe Day 1,
with thanks to WIM & WSX; thanks also to KERNO for the Middle distance and
to BOK for the Sprint Championships earlier in the year.
Christine Vince, SWOA chairman
Katy Dyer, SWOA secretary
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COLOUR CODED AWARDS
To qualify you must be within the first 50% of all starters or within 1½ times the
winner’s time in the results on the same colour course, 3 times in any 2 years.
For WHITE courses you only need to complete the course 3 times.
STRING COURSE (PURPLE) is for any young person who does not already hold
any other colour award, and who has completed 3 string courses.
To obtain a colour coded badge award please let me have the 3 dates on which
you qualified (anywhere in Britain). Badges cost £1.50 for Juniors (20 & under)
or £2.50 for Seniors (21 & over) – please note the change in price, as SWOA has
ordered some new badges (these prices are subsidised by SWOA). If applying by
post, please make cheques payable to SWOA and enclose a stamped addressed
envelope. My address is: 34, Westfield House, Cote Lane, Bristol BS9 3TJ. Sorry
no E-mail.
Anne Donnell BOK

SWOA notices
Please read this as it is important
– we don’t put it in here just to bore you to death!

SWOA AGM
At 4.30 pm in the National Trust Discovery Centre, Studland, on
Day 1 of the Caddihoe Chase
This is the annual meeting for YOUR association.
It’s YOUR money that we are spending.
So please come and support YOUR committee.
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LEVEL C EVENTS, AND SUCCESSION PLANNING FOR OFFICIALS
The SWOA committee wishes to encourage more Level C events within the
region (i.e. more Level D events could / should be run as Level C). (This was
discussed at the committee meeting on 19 May 2016.)
The benefits of Level C events are:
 they carry ranking points
 they give officials recordable experience
 they should attract more entries
It is felt that we are missing a great opportunity here, particularly for our club
officials who wish to move up from Level D to Level C events, and that we
should learn to live with two Level Cs at opposite ends of the region. However,
Galoppen dates would continue to be protected, as they form the season’s
regional competition.
Your committee would like your suggestions for how this can be promoted
successfully; committee contact details on the last page.

EVENT SAFETY WORKSHOPS
All SW members who currently act as event officials (i.e. organiser, planner,
controller) must, by 1st January 2017, have attended an Event Safety Workshop.
This requirement has now been included in the appropriate sections in the 2016
BOF Rules of Orienteering:
“Event Officials at all Levels of Events to have attended an Event Safety &
Welfare Workshop. This is to ensure that all Event Officials are aware of
the need for a high level of awareness of safety and welfare issues,
including the full completion of Risk Assessment documentation, and also
in order that British Orienteering and Clubs/Associations are as fully
legally covered as is possible in the event of an accident to a participant at
any registered Event.”
If you have not attended a workshop, you cannot act as an event official until you
have done so. SWOA will arrange (via the clubs) and pay for the running of
Event Safety Workshops for as long as they are needed (which means for the
foreseeable future, as members wishing to become officials will need to attend a
course).
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APPOINTMENT OF OFFICIALS FOR LEVEL B AND LEVEL A
EVENTS BY SWOA
Reference document: Appendix C of the British Orienteering Rules of
Orienteering, version 2.3, effective January 2016; Event Officials.
(If you have not already read this, then please do so now.).
British Orienteering acknowledges that not all Organisers and Planners will meet
the advised requirements exactly, and equivalent experience may be taken into
account.
Appointment of officials for Level B events
SWOA now has the responsibility for appointing the organiser, planner and
controller for all Level B events in the region. Clubs are responsible for finding
officials and then submitting names to SWOA for approval/appointment using
the ‘SWOA Level B officials’ appointment form (available from the SWOA
chairman).
Organiser: the organiser is advised to have successfully organised a minimum of
two events at Level C or above. They must also have done an Event Safety
Workshop.
Planner: the planner is required to have successfully planned or controlled a
minimum of 2 events at Level C or above within the last 10 years (one to be
within the last 4 years). They must also have done an Event Safety Workshop.
They must also have attended a Regional training course using British
Orienteering specified format and materials, with an experienced planner and a
controller as course tutors, one of whom is to be course leader.
Controller: the controller must be a Grade B controller and from a different club
to the organising club. They must also have done an Event Safety Workshop.
(The requirements for the licensing of controllers are laid down in para.2 of
Appendix C.)
Event Safety Workshops
SWOA supports an ongoing programme of Event Safety Workshops which are
arranged by clubs as needed. SWOA will pay for the workshops (i.e. tutor’s
expenses, venue hire). Katy Dyer SWOA secretary keeps a central register of
courses and is the main contact for information. Clubs are asked to advertise
ESWs within SWOA and to inform the SWOA secretary.
Regional Planning Courses for Level B Planners
SWOA has a copy of a British Orienteering Planning Course (available from
Christine Vince) deemed suitable for Level B planning.
It is expected that clubs will continue to train their own planners for Level D and
Level C events.
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Planners who wish to plan Level B events must attend a SWOA-organised
course. SWOA will arrange Level B Planning Courses when the need arises.
SWOA will pay for the courses (i.e. tutor’s expenses, venue hire).
Forthcoming Level B Events
02 October 2016

Caddihoe Chase

WIM/WSX

06 November 2016

Salisbury City Race

SARUM

27 November 2016

Southern Night Championships

QO

05 March 2017

SARUM Saunter

SARUM

12 March 2017

CompassSport Cup/Trophy round

WIM

30 April 2017

BOK Trot

BOK

10/11 June 2017

BOK Blast

BOK

22 Oct 2017

Caddihoe Chase

KERNO

Appointment of officials for Level A events
Where SWOA is the Organising Body, they have the responsibility for
appointing officials for Level A events, then submitting the names to the Events
and Competitions Committee for approval.

Emily Benham competing in the World MTBO Championships Long distance race
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ETOC 2016 CLUB REPORT
Tom Dobra achieves 23rd place in TempO, the best results from the British team
since the TempO competition began.
I attended my first ever European Trail Orienteering Championships (ETOC)
around Jesenik in the Czech Republic from 23rd to 28th May. For those in any
doubt about terminology, see the glossary box. Having won the public PreO
competition at WTOC (World TrailO Championships) in 2015 and come 53rd in
the WTOC TempO, I was keen to see what I could achieve. The area was
beautiful and mountainous, allowing some good runs in the rare free moments
in the week, so made for an excellent trip on both the TrailO and other fronts.
My trip away started with a warm-up near Bratislava in Slovakia with a middle
FootO, PreO and sprint FootO on Saturday, followed by a TempO on Sunday, all
with plenty of sunshine. The TrailO competitions had been planned “Nordic”
style, meaning it was less about lining up features, like is so common in the UK,
and more about where the kite is relative to objects, which I found very
enjoyable. I was 7th in the PreO with a score of 22/23, but 35th in the TempO,
which I found much harder, with a time of 436s over 28 problems.
On Sunday afternoon, we drove into the Jesenik mountains for the main event.
After a disappointing start for me in the relay for team GB1 (Ian Ditchfield, me,
Nick Barrable) on Tuesday contributing, in best tradition, to being beaten by
GB2 (SJ Barrable, Pete Huzan, Charles Bromley Gardner), I qualified for the
TempO final (36 places) on Wednesday morning, along with Nick. Since I have
still only done relatively few TempOs, I was still finding my optimum technique,
needing to balance speed and accuracy with a 30s penalty per wrong answer.
My strategy for accuracy was clearly working, so I used it at the final that
afternoon around Jesenik Spa. What an experience under pressure! Knowing
from my experience at the relay there would be contours, I carefully proceeded
through the stations to reach the final spectator station, which started with a
classic parallel-feature zero (no kite correct) and had a fiendish third problem.
In the end, I was as accurate as Martin Jullum of Norway who came 2 nd, but
200s slower, leaving me with a respectable 23rd place in 466s. Nick came 19th
with a time of 432s; both of our results were better than any GB athlete has
achieved in TempO before! Now to speed up without losing the accuracy…
Friday saw the start of the two-day PreO competition. Day 1 was in a complex,
pitted mining area adjacent to the TempO qualifier in Zlaté Hory, and I have
never done a course so hard! It was a fair course as, given enough time, all the
controls were most certainly solvable, but I found myself woefully short on
time, having spent 8 minutes on each of the first two problems when the time
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limit says 4. I then rushed the second half of the course and was still 3s late at
the finish, costing me a further point, leaving me with 16/23. A thorough
debrief after a well-earned rest and a plan to stick rigidly to time worked
wonders on day 2 in a large quarry near Vápenná, where I scored 22/24 to come
17th and be top Brit for the day. Overall, I came 43rd (3rd Brit), but learnt so
much after the disappointment of day 1 that I’ll be in a strong position for
future tough PreOs.
In summary, the highlights of my week were the TempO final and the 2 nd day of
the PreO, knowing that I can compete against the very best. I learnt a lot which
will no doubt mean stronger performances in competitions to come. As always,
I am very grateful to those who supported me financially, including the
Orienteering Foundation who paid for my entry and accreditation fees, BOK and
SWOA, as these trips are really beyond a student budget, so I would not be able
to go otherwise. Next stop: WTOC, Strömstad, Sweden in August.
Glossary
TrailO – short for trail orienteering. A discipline of orienteering where all the
demand is mental, none physical, with kites scattered in the terrain that you
observe from a path (disqualification for entering the terrain) and controls
marked on your map. The aim of the game is to say which kite, if any, is in the
correct location.
PreO – short for precision orienteering. An event within TrailO where you
receive a map with a series of controls marked on it and you wander up and
down at your leisure to get the best views of the kites. The person with the
most correct answers wins, but there is a time limit to stop you from taking all
day. At some point in the course, there will be some timed controls (like
TempO), but with no zeroes and a 60s penalty for a wrong answer, which are
used as a tiebreaker. A typical championship course is 22 controls in 2 hours
with 1 station of 2 timed controls. [Beware of the incorrect use of PreO to
mean a short TrailO exercise to be done as a warm-up on the way to the start of
a FootO race.]
TempO – could have been called speed TrailO (but that is not a recognised
term). An event within TrailO where speed counts and your score is the time
you take plus a 30s penalty per wrong answer. To ensure a level playing field,
everyone sits in a chair and your view is obscured until just before the clock
starts. At each station, you receive a bundle of maps with one problem on each
map. The clock stops when you give your final answer. A typical course is 7
stations with 4 problems at each.
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TrailO Relay – a team competition requiring skill in both PreO and TempO. An
event within TrailO for teams of 3 with a PreO component with a total time limit
for the team, with each person going out one at a time. Afterwards, each
person does a short TempO course. The team’s score is the total TempO score
plus 60s per wrong PreO answer.
IntrO – an informal format to introduce people to TrailO. A TrailO exercise
which most commonly consists of a short PreO course of around 6 controls and
no time limit.
Tom Dobra BOK

Spectator station at TempO final.
Credit: Anna Auermüllerová. http://www.kade.cz/EOC2016/tempO_aa
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SUMMER RELAY SERIES
After a lean run last year, for 2016 Wessex have once again returned to the
pinnacle of the Summer Relay League table. It was all to play for in the final race
at Verwood, with three clubs having a chance of winning. After a handicap
recount, Wessex won from QO by a mere 36 seconds. This resigned QO to
second place on the night and second place in the League - for the third year
running. Sarum achieved third in the League, again for the third year running.
Many congratulations to Wessex Raiders and all the SWOA club team members
that took part.
The final table for the SWOA Chairman’s Trophy Relay League and full
information is on the SWOA website.
Thank you to Gavin Clegg who looks after the Summer Relay Series.

Emily Benham on the podium with her gold medal for the Sprint race at the World
MTBO Championships
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O’France 2016, or How I Learned To Love The Electric Fence
Five days of orienteering in the Larzac region, with a sprint prologue race
beforehand, in the South of France in early July – what could be better? The
Larzac is an area of high limestone plateau, south of Millau and west of the
Cevennes National Park. The Gorges du Tarn are probably the best known
tourist attraction. It will not surprise anyone who has visited the area that most
of the roads onto and off the plateau are steep with lots of hairpin bends.
Arthur and I expected hot weather so we went down a week early to
acclimatise. We had a very nice gite in a small village south of Le Caylar, which
turned out to be pretty close to all the event areas. We had some lovely walks
out into the Larzac countryside; it was full of butterflies and flowers and,
because it is so high up, the views were wonderful – you could see the
Mediterranean in the distance.
The first event was the sprint prologue in the town of Nant, which was at the
foot of the plateau so there was a hairy trip down first. The weather was
extremely hot, and I was glad we hadn’t just driven down from England the day
before. We were parked in a field on the edge of the town, and the local
supermarket just across the road was doing a roaring trade. I hadn’t been to a
French event before so I was quite keen to see the layout for the start. There
was a box to clear your dibber, and one to check it; this took me a couple of
days to sort out but, once I realised why one box worked and the other didn’t ...
it seemed a good way to do things. The loos were magnificent! They were
wooden, made up of panels bolted together so they could be taken apart easily
for transport, and they were composting ones, with a tub of sawdust and a
scoop for you to use afterwards. The sprint race itself was very good, with lots
of little alleyways to lose yourself in. I got too hot and had to slow right down at
the end (and dowse myself with lots of water afterwards - I’ve had this happen
before) but I didn’t lose as much time as I thought I might.
The first three days shared the same assembly area, and Arthur and I were on
the same course. We’d had a look at the maps from a previous year so were
expecting to see a lot of rock detail (we weren’t disappointed). This is a sheepfarming region so there were many stock fences with special crossing points
that we were told use (on pain of disqualification if you damaged a fence).
There were also many electric fences (all switched off, thankfully) shown with
the broken-fence symbol. Much of the area was open grassland with contour
detail. There were quite a lot of box bushes, rather different to the neat hedges
at home – these could be tall, thick and scratchy. There were a lot of boulders,
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some alone and some in clusters; in some places, they were massive and
surrounded by box – boy, could you get mired in there!
On the first day, the heat had gone and been replaced with cooler cloudier
weather. As we got closer to the event, the clouds got blacker and blacker ...
We had early starts and opted for rain jackets which was just as well, because
just as we were going out to the start, the heavens opened and thunder started
crashing around. We met folk coming back towards us and it transpired that the
starts had been delayed for 30 minutes for safety reasons. The weather didn’t
let up much but things got going anyway. I took my course very steadily and
was pleasantly surprised to get round without much difficulty.
The weather improved a bit for the second day, but the undergrowth was still
pretty wet and I was glad of my jacket and hat. (We’d put on sun cream, as
advised beforehand – a waste of time, it just got washed off!) The mapping of
the vegetation – especially the yellow open – was good, and useful for
navigation. However, right in the middle of the course were four controls set in
an area of huge boulders with mini-ravines and an awful lot of box. That was a
real pig to navigate round. I crashed through from one side to the other, none
the wiser, with a number of other folk also clearly hunting controls. I found a
patch of grey on the map, which hopefully indicated the stony area next to me,
and followed a trodden path through one of the ravines buried in the box –
bingo! (Don’t start Arthur on the subject of bingo controls ...) I found the next
three controls OK, but Arthur had a frightful time. What did for me was the
penultimate control; I was never far from it but, boy, did it give me trouble.
Day 3 was a middle distance race and a WRE. I had to play hunt-the-boulder for
the first two controls and then I got my eye in. We ran through a farmyard in
the middle of the course – and I discovered why, in a renowned sheep farming
region, there weren’t any sheep out on the hills; the sheep are mainly milking
ewes (think of Roquefort cheese) and they are kept in huge barns for the
milking season, and then go out onto the hills – the transhumance – later in the
year. The next control was tricky; I was never going to find a boulder on the
down-side of a slope covered in greenery. I hunted around for an aiming-off
point, and found a ‘man-made object’ which was a wrecked car half-buried in a
field ... there was another one nearby, too. This was a day when being a
tortoise was more successful than being a hare; I went steadily round the last
four controls but they gave Arthur a lot more trouble.
On Days 4 and 5, we moved to a new area. Having only two assembly areas
made life much easier for the traders. The catering was great fun, run by an
outfit called O’Bistrot. They seemed to have an endless supply of good coffee
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and beer. They had returnable beakers for one euro, decorated with the event
logos – I doubt they got many back, most of us kept them as souvenirs. They
had huge heaps of baguettes with a range of fillings, and a salad special each
day (with some quite odd translations – salad goat honey, anyone?); they had a
good pre-ordering service which was essential if you wanted to be sure of the
daily special!
Day 4 was the day that I came to love the electric fence. There were some really
amazing rock formations on the map that you had to pick your way through, but
I was doing OK until I left the 9th control – then the wheels fell off. I knew that I
had overshot the 10th control but I could not work out where I was. In the end, I
found a path with two electric fences, one on either side; I stood there, sunk in
thought, for a disgracefully long time, until light eventually dawned – that I had
been through there earlier on, and therefore knew where I was. 28 minutes for
a leg that should have taken five – oh well.
Day 5 – yes, day 5 ... I was doing just fine, coming off the 4 th control when I met
a clubmate who said “Keep on the path, it’s just down there!” Well, yes it was,
but could I find it? An hour later, I had looked at every boulder there, it
seemed, but without success. The kite was quite visible from one direction, but
masked by box bushes from elsewhere; Arthur took ten minutes on that leg!
However, it was the last day and I was determined not to give up (but it got
awful close). Coming down the final run-in, some lovely Frenchmen gave me a
round of applause for finishing!
Christine Vince KERNO

GALOPPEN RACES, 2016/17
WIM
SARUM
KERNO
DEVON
QO
BOK
WESSEX
NWO
NGOC

18 Sep 2016
9 Oct 2016
30 Oct 2016
13 Nov 2016
27 Nov 2016
15 Jan 2017
12 Feb 2017
2 Apr 2017
14 May 2017

Godshill, New Forest
Collingbourne Woods, Andover
Craddock Moor, Liskeard
Fernworthy Reservoir, Dartmoor
Ramscombe, Quantocks
Cannop Ponds, Forest of Dean
Holmsley, New Forest
Savernake, Marlborough (tbc)
Highmeadow Woods, Forest of Dean (tbc)
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